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THE POLARON-PHONON SYSTEM AND THE 
KUBO FORMALISM 
Synopsis 
Starting from К u b o's expression for the frequency dependent electrical conductivity, 
the low-temperature drift mobility of large polarons is evaluated in the intermediate 
coupling region 
The first part of this study is devoted to a detailed discussion of the method, which 
is based on the fact that the Kubo formula can be adapted to the intermediate coupling 
region by using a unitary transformation and expanding the conductivity in a power 
series expansion in the polaron-phonon coupling 
The unitary transformation which has been used generates a modified L L P . 
polaron model, maintaining the many polaron character of the theory An expression 
for the effective mass of drifting polarons is derived, which in general depends on the 
temperature, the frequency of the applied field and the coupling constant. 
In the second part the effective mass, the d.c drift mobility and the corresponding 
correction terms will be calculated explicitly. 
1. Introduction. Much work has already been devoted to the mobility 
problem of a slow electron in the conduction band of a polar crystal. The 
large number of expressions, derived by various authors, rcf. 1 to ref. 9, 
differ considerably in the experimentally interesting situation, ref. 10. The 
main reason for these large differences is that the interaction between the 
electron and the field of longitudinal optical phonons is rather strong. If 
one expresses the strength of the electron-phonon interaction by a dimension-
less parameter a, it turns out that for many polar crystals α is about 3. As 
the electron moves through the crystal, it distorts the surrounding lattice 
and the distortion in turn acts back on the electron. In the language of 
field theory this means that the electron is dressed with a cloud of virtual 
phonons. The quasi-particle consisting of an electron plus a virtual phonon 
cloud, is called a polaron. The determination of the properties of the polaron 
in the intermediate coupling region, where α is about 3, constitutes the main 
problem. Up till now, an exact solution of this problem cannot be obtained, 
not even for small polaron velocities. However, the coupling strengths one 
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is interested in, are too weak for an adiabatic method to be applicable and 
too strong to use traditional perturbation theory. 
As we are mainly interested in the transport properties of polarons, we 
only mention two methods attacking the polaron problem. The first one 
is the intermediate coupling theory of Lee, Low and Pines 2), who used 
two canonical transformations to convert the electron into a polaron. They 
obtained reasonable results in the intermediate coupling region. The second 
method is that of F e y n m a n 1 1 ) , who approximates the effect of the lattice 
field by a fictitious particle, bound to the electron with a spring. For the 
polaron problem the last method is probably the best one, but for the 
transport problem this is not so clear (See ref. 10). 
Depending on the accuracy of the polaron model, the polaron will emit 
and reabsorb virtual phonons more or less intensively. At nonzero temper­
atures, however, when there are real phonons in the field, we have in addition 
to consider the effect of polaron-thermal phonon scattering processes. 
These thermal phonons induce transitions between the quasi-particle 
states of the polaron. The energy of these quasi-particle states must be 
below the phonon emission threshold, that is the energy of the polaron must 
be less than the phonon frequency, otherwise the polaron is able to emit a 
phonon, a proces that is not described by the quasi-particle states. Then 
the polaron concept breaks down. When the temperature is low enough one 
expects that this condition is satisfied. At the other hand the temperature 
must be sufficiently high to neglect all but the scattering by the longitudinal 
optical phonons. 
If these conditions are satisfied one may consider the response of the 
system to a small external electric field. In principle the philosophy of most 
authors, attacking the mobility problem, is simple. The starting point is the 
assumption that the polaron-phonon system is governed by the Hamiltonian: 
H = E(p) + Σ о>Ъ\Ъ
ч
 + Σ ^ ( e í < 7 - r bq + e"*" Ъ\). (1.1) 
Ч 9 
Неге Е{р) is the energy of the polaron being a function of the polaron 
momentum in the lowest quasi-particle state, b\, bq are phonon creation 
and destruction operators for a phonon in the mode q, while ω is the corre­
sponding phonon frequency, being independent of q. The coupling of the 
lattice mode q with the Fourier component of the polaron density, e1*"', is 
given by XqZ^Zq represents the renormalization of the electron-phonon 
coupling Aq, due to the fact that the polaron has an internal structure. The 
charge of the electron is smeared out over a certain region in a similar way 
as is indicated by the adiabatic and Feynman descriptions of the polaron. 
Now it is not clear that the actual polaron-phonon system is governed by 
the Hamiltonian (1.1). For instance the L.L.P. polaron, a reasonable model 
in the intermediate coupling region, has a quite different interaction with 
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thermal phonons. But even if we accept (1.1), the question arises how to 
choose the polaron energy E(p). One often assumes a parabolic approximation 
E(p) = EQ + p2¡2m*, where m* is the effective polaron mass. This means 
that in a polaron-phonon scattering process, the polaron, after absorbing 
a phonon, is still a simple particle with the same effective mass m*. The next 
assumption is the validity of the Boltzmann equation to describe the trans-
port process. For a d.c. field the appropriate Boltzmann equation reads: 
eE I 8L \ 
—
 VJp = [^r) • (1-2) 
m \ ct /coil. 
Here /p is the occupation probability density for the quasi-particlc state 
of momentum p. The quantity eE/m* represents the average acceleration 
of the quasiparticlc between the collisions, due to the tipplied electric field 
E. The use of the equations (1.2) and (1.1) implies a number of assumptions, 
which are well discussed in the literature (Schul tz , thesis3)). Most important 
is the assumption that it is meaningful to speak of a quasi-particle and the 
lattice field as if they were physically separable, the former possessing well 
defined velocities being characterized by the probability density function 
/p , the lattice field as an infinite sea of phonons at constant temperature 
that somehow maintains the equilibrium distribution. The interaction 
between the two must be weak and is described in the form of collision 
processes, occurring independently of each other. At low temperatures, 
when kT <^ Ηω, these assumptions may be reasonable. But actually, the 
interaction between the polaron and the lattice remains intermediate or 
strong. This means that the probability of higher order processes, charac­
terizing the creation and annihilation of virtual phonons during collision 
processes, are not a priori negligible. 
Another objection against the Boltzmann equation approach must be 
raised. Because of the highly inelastic polaron-phonon collisions the solution 
of the Boltzmann equation is extremely difficult for all temperatures. 
H o w a r t h and S o n d h e i m e r 8 ) , using variational methods, obtained 
approximate solutions when all polaron effects may be neglected. Up till 
now we have mentioned some of the serious drawbacks of the Boltzmann 
equation approach. It suggests that one must avoid the use of the Boltzmann 
equation as an a priori starting point. We want to do this for coupling 
constants in the intermediate region, and in principle for finite frequencies 
of the applied electric field. In fact, we shall use a density matrix approach. 
A density matr ix approach for the polaron mobility problem has already 
been given by P l a t z m a n n , F e y n m a n , H e l l s w a r t h and I d d i n g s 7 ) 
using the Feynman model of the polaron. But in the low-temperature region 
there are serious doubts to their results, as has been pointed out by 
K a d a n o f f 9 ) . In principle a density matrix approach for the transport 
problem of an electron in the conduction band of a polar crystal can be 
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formulated without using a polaron model explicitly. Such a procedure 
is satisfying because the mobility expression will not depend on the 
specific properties of some hypothetical polaron model. But since the exact 
density matrix expressions cannot be solved exactly we have to expand 
the expressions in a perturbation series that must converge rapidly. 
It is for that reason that we start with an exact canonical transformation 
of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian much like Lee, Low and P ines 2 ) did in their 
polaron model. Since the expression for the frequency dependent electrical 
conductivity, as given among others by B o n c h - B r u e v i c h 1 5 ) , can exactly 
be transformed by the unitary transformation, we only have to fulfil the 
demand of rapid convergence of the perturbation expansion without in-
troducing the assumptions of the ordinary Boltzmann equation approach. 
We will call the transformed operators of the electrons, polaron operators, 
though the polaron will radiate virtual phonons during collision processes 
with thermal phonons. In fact the transformation is choosen in such a way 
that a part of the lattice deformation is rigidly attached to the electron 
while the interaction that remains is one with thermal phonons only. 
I t is for that reason that we shall not find a renormalization of the 
coupling constant. The perturbation series of the linear deviation from the 
polaron equilibrium distribution has in the limit of zero frequency a certain 
class of contributions that are predominant. In summing this class of 
contributions we shall show that the result gives the lowest order contri-
bution to the polaron conductivity. The formalism will give us immediately 
an expression for the effective mass of a slow drifting polaron which in 
general depends on the temperature, the frequency of the applied field, the 
coupling constant and the phonon frequency. 
In the second part of our investigation we apply the theory to the L.L.P. 
polaron model and calculate mobility and effective mass quantitatively. 
Comparing our results with those obtained by others, shows reasonable 
agreement especially with Osaka ' s intermediate coupling calculations5). 
2. The folaron-phonon system. In general we may write the Hamiltonian 
of an electron interacting with longitudinal optical phonons as: 
Ж = Ж
й
 + 'Г (2.1) 
where in the occupation number representation: 
Жъ = Σ «î«fc + Σ ωδίδ, (2.2) 
и 2m q 
Г = Σ aUqak{Xqbq + ДЗЫ ) (2.3) 
kq 
^ - - Y W M - S - ) · ( 2 · 4 ) 
We take Planck's constant # = Α/2π = 1. 
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al, ak are creation and annihilation operators for an electron in the state 
\ky, with energy Ä2/2w. They obey the anti-commutation relations: 
[«*,. «ÍJ+ = ó*,..*,. [«*,. «*J+ = 0 e t c · 
¿ij, ό, are the corresponding quantities for the phonons, obeying the commu­
tation relations: 






, 6,,]- = 0 etc. 
The wave vectors k and 5 run over the points of an infinite cubic lat tice in 
momentum space with a lattice spacing 2πβ~*; Ω is the volume of the cube 
in which the system is enclosed with the usual periodic boundary con­
ditions. The Hamiltonian (2.1) has been derived by F r ö h l i c h 1 3 ) . The 
essential assumption is that he replaces the lattice by a dielectric: a macros-
copic continuum, whose properties are determined by a dielectric constant ε. 
The dielectric constant enters in (2.4) by means of the coupling constant 
Fröhlich supposed that the dependence of ε and the phonon frequency ω 
on the wave vector q may be neglected. This assumption is quite good 
provided that the wave lengths with which we have to deal are long compared 
with the atomic distances. The kinetic energy of the electron is ¿2/2m 
where m is determined by the band structure of the crystal, α measures the 
strength of the interaction between the electron and the polarization field 
and is in the experimental interesting range about 3. 
The most general one-electron state of (2.1) reads: 
№ > = Σ - ^ г - -V Σ Ô(K - Σ ίι - k) (#>(*; <Zi ... q
n
) X 
X b î , - ΠΑ |0> (2.5) 
where |0> means the unperturbed, normalized vacuum state for electrons 
and phonons, and ZK is the normalizing constant given by : 
<П!ІП]> = **.* (2.6) 
The delta function enters in (2.5) because the system (2.1) is invariant for 
translation; that is the total momentum operator: 
a? -= Σ katak + Σ qb^bq (2.7) 
к 
commutes with ^f, К is an eigenvalue of ¡P : 
&> \Ψ^> = К |lPg'>. 
Because the probability amplitudes C^)(k·, qi ... q
n
) cannot be found 
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exactly, L.L.P. approximate C ^ f e ; qi ... q
n
) as: 
C%){k;ql...qH)= Π РШ (2.8) 
or 
αο j ƒ· 
| ΐΡ<,ί ,>'= Σ — т у — <ігехр{*'(ІіГ-*)гсхр2-^вехр(—*9Tjôî}aÎ |0> (2 8α) 
This assumption means that all virtual phonons in the polaron cloud are 
emitted into the same state, characterized by a momentum distribution Fq. 
Thus (2.8) neglects all correlation effects between the phonons. In fact 
(2.8a) is the exact solution of (2.1) if the electron has infinite mass. 
Another aspect of this trial function is that the lattice deformation follows 
the electron instantaneously. This can been shown by writing (2.5) and (2.8) 
in the coordinate representation of the electron, maintaining the occupation 
number representation of the phonons. 
Let ]f'> be an eigenvector of the electron position operator r : r |r'> = 
= r' |r'>. Then (2.5) together with (2.8) reads: 
<.τ'\Ψ
κ
ν = — V - Σ f dr exp {ЦК-k) r + Σ F4 exp {-iq-r)b\}ir' \at\ 0> 
V Z K к J q 
(2-9) 
Because <r' |a£| 0> is equal to the free electron wave function e ,* r ' and r 
is the position coordinate of the lattice deformation, the summation over 
k gives the delta function: <5(r' — r). This shows the statement above. 
This aspect of the Lee, Low and P i n e s model is responsible for the 
fact that it is not easy to renormalize the polaron-phonon coupling as is 
done for instance in the Feynman theory of the polaron (see equation (1.1). 
The trial function (2.9) can simply be generated by the unitary operator: 
U = exp - Σ 4ak+q(F*_qb-q - Fqb\). (2.10) 
kq 
Applying a unitary transformation to the electron operators, we define the 
polaron operators: 
al^UatU-1, etc. with aj ¡0> = Ι·/*1 ')' (2.11) 
(¡4 and afe obey of course the same anti-commutation relations as do the 
operators a£ and ak. 
The new phonon operators are 
= иъ\и-і, etc. (2.12) 
or 
ß\ = b\ — F*q Σ 4«fe+g w h i l e [/S«i. ßhl = 4 , 9 , e t c · 
The vacuum state |0> remains invariant under the transformation. 
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Rewriting the Hamiltonian in terms of the new operators we find : Ж = 
= Ho + Vi + V2, where: 
Яо = Σ £*«î«* + Σ °>4ßlßq. (2.13) 
fe q 
Vi = Σ «î«fc+,(P*,(fc) /!-« + Vq(k + q) β\) (2.14) 
kq 






£ft = ¿ (fe - Σ g l ^ l 2 ) 2 + Σ (A,F, + A;F;) + Σ І ^ І 2 (ω + ^ - ) 
(2.16) 
Vlq(k) = λ4 + F*_q(Ek+q -Ε, + ω) (2.17) 





 + - ^ - | ^ | 2 . ] ν , (2.19) 
m 
N is the total number of polarons. In deriving (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) we 
neglected terms of order of the square of the polaron density. One recovers 
the results of Lee, Low and Pines if we minimize Ε„ in (2.16) with respect 
t o F , . 
Then 
A, + J?; (ω + J i - - J L (* _
 Σ
 ttOF,,!*))) ^ 0 (2.20) 
and 
¿2 
Ek = - α ω Η
 г
, ж' = т{\ + «/6) (2.21) 
2wt 
The second order correction to Ek is then, using ordinary perturbation 
theory 
AEk = -0.0ΐ59α2ω - 0.02
 α
 , , · . (2.22) 
* (1 + α/6) 2 2W V ' 
Thus f or a = 3 the correction to the ground state energy is 6% while the 
effective mass is changed by about 5%. 
This result indicates that the L.L.P. polaron model is good enough to 
describe the transport problem of polarons in the experimentally interesting 
range of coupling constants. 
Note, that the total momentum operator is left invariant. Thus 
» = Σ k*l<xk Ь Σ qß\ß4. (2.23) 
We have to remark that in their one-electron description L.L.P. use a 
second unitary transformation to transform the centre of the coordinate 
system to the actual position of the electron. As a consequence their trans-
formed Hamiltonian does not contain the polaron operators any longer, 
but is more complicated. We prefer the description, given above, though 
the results are completely the same. Note that the theory can trivially be 
extended to the case of high electron density, taking into account the 
electron-electron interaction. 
3. The correlation functions. Let the system, described by the Hamiltonian 
(2.1), be initially in thermodynamic equilibrium. At time t = — oo we 
adiabatically switch on an electric field of frequency ω. 
The interaction between the system and the field is given by: 
AH = E-&eu*-,w (3.1) 




In this expression фІф
г
 is the electron density operator, ψ
τ




Ψτ = Σ ak 
к 
Λ/Ω 
Following among others B o n c h - B r u e v i c h 1 5 ) we may write the frequency 
dependent electrical conductivity as: 
<*»(*) = * ' ƒ « " <«<[./„(i). Щ0)]> (3.3) 
и 
where ζ = ω + ie. Jμ{$) is the Heisenberg operator of the μ-th component 
of the current operator : 
J = - 4r Σ VkTkaUk. (3.4) 
í¿
 k 
Tk is the kinetic energy of the electron, given by k2l2m. 
The expression <.\_.fn{t), ^ ] > has the meaning of a grand canonical 
ensemble average of the commutator of the operators Sß(t) and ^ v over 
systems, described by the Hamiltonian (2.1); Thus 
<[A, B]y = Trace {p\A, B~]} where the density matrix ρ is given by 
e
_«jr-,uV)yTr{e-«jr-*V)} j β = _i_ 
/VJL 
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< (г) = eñ/iuv(z). (3.5) 
ñ is the average electron density in the system, Ν/Ω. 
From (3.3) we see that we have to evaluate the correlation function: 








Then the definition of i,alak; ®)>z is: 
iaUk ; S>»2 = i ƒ ézl аК[еІЖІ atab e" < j r , S?]>. (3.7) 
о 
As we will express the correlation functions in terms of polaron operators 
we use the unitary transformation (2.10) to obtain : 
S = ~ Σ katak = ^-ZkU-i o4afc U = 
mU ъ *ηΩ fe 
= - ^ - {Σ (* - Σ q\F<\2) «UH - Σ q«Uk+q(F-qß-q - *7Ш 
ml¿ k q kq 
C? = J+J' (3.8) 
where we have neglected terms of order й2. Noting that the total dipole 
moment S! is invariant under the transformation we may write the electrical 
conductivity as: 
<W*) = « Л ; ^ » z + «/;; ®'>z (3.9) 
where 
«7^; @,>, = - ^ r Σ (*„ - Σ ?«l^!2) «4a f c ; ^ » z (3.10) 
and 
e V/. ®Ъг = —fr Σ qu€4«k+4(F-qß-4 - Fqß\)• 3Λζ (3.11) 
As is pointed out by L.L.P., réf. 2, the vector-function Σ« Я ^яі2 m a y be 
written as r;fcfe. Using this expression, (3.10) can be simplified in the low-
temperature region. Then the correlation function <£o4afc ; £ ^
г
 falls of 
rapidly with increasing k and η
Ιι
 can, in a good approximation, be replaced 
by its value for ft = 0. Thus, for low temperatures, we may write instead 
of (3.10) 
« Λ ; 9,>z = - ^ 7 - Σ M>î«* ; #,»« (3. ι θα) 
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where the effective mass m' = mj(i — ηο) = m(\ + a/6) in the case of the 
L.L.P. polaron model. 
As an illustration of the use of the К u b o formula we shall give a simple 
example. The expression for the conductivity, (3.3), takes on a very obvious 
form in the special case when the current correlation function is simply 
exponentially damped. 
< [ Л ( 0 . #.]> = <[Ль &*]> е- | / | / т (3.12) 
Since 






σΜ = δμρ . , - _ , . . (1 + «*•) (3.13) 
This frequency dependence is well known from the usual transport theory. 
As we have pointed out, the situation is more complicated in the case of 
polarons. The assumption (3.12) is identical with the use of a simplified 
Boltzmann equation but the introduction of a relaxation time τ, at least 
in this simple form, seems to be unlikely. But, as we shall show, the ex­
pression (3.13) is justified provided that we replace m by an effective mass 
m* keeping the temperature low enough. 
Before going into a detailed investigation we discuss some useful con­
servation laws. The conserved quantities are: The polaron number operator; 




* · The total momentum &> = Σ * ^ Ϊ * * + Σ 4ßlßq> the energy 
Ж and the total dipole moment ©. From the conservation of total number 
of polarons follows 
<[2V,®]> = 0 or Σ « 4 «
Λ
; ^ » ζ = 0 . (3.14) 
The conservation of total momentum leads to 
<[&„, 9,]> = -ieNôw 
or 
Σ M < 4 « f t ; ®,>z + Σ 9Μ<βΙβ9 ; &,>, = <V (3.15) 
к q Ζ 
As M i c h e l and V a n L e e u w e n 1 7 ) showed, the correlation functions 
і,аІ<хь ; З Уг and ζ,β\β4 ; ^ ^г may be interpreted as the linear deviation 
from the polaron equilibrium distribution, «fc, and the linear deviation from 
the phonon equilibrium distribution,
 ч
, respectively. Equation (3.15) 
expresses that in the limit z -> -f ¿0, either the polaron current or the 
phonon current or both must tend to infinity. To avoid such a physically 
uninteresting situation we make use of the fact that the polaron density is 
10 
vanishingly small with respect to the phonon density. The consequence is 
then that the polarons in the system cannot change the distribution of the 
infinite number of phonons. Because the phonon distribution is in equilibrium 
at t = — oo, it will remain so and
 ч
 is always equal to 
Vq = (e*»— l)-i. (3.16) 
In order to evaluate the polaron current correlation function, ^/^; ^ » г , 





 + J *»ƒ dtn ...fàtiVtJt, ... VtJ сІШ (3.17) 





-unt{l + 2 (-i)nfdtn . . . / W t . ... VttVt¿ (3.18) 
n = l 0 0 
where 
Fej = сІШ' V е-ш°1> and V = Fi + 7г. 
Inserting (3.17) and (3.18) into (3.10) yields 
<ƒ*.; ^ » z = if еы àt-iU^t H- »7d<i[7(lJ Jßt\ + 
о о 
+ ... + injat
n
 ...Jàt[Vti, \yt%, ... [7,., Λ.ι]...]] ®,]> (3.19) 
о о 
We rewrite this expression by using the convolution integral theorem. Then 
(3.19) becomes 
«ƒ*; #»»* = Σ i"/e* - ' dfi . . . / e 0 4 - d¿n 
л = 1 0 0 
<\еШ1[¥, ён,,и\у, ... е,'1Ы-1[У, еІН|,<"7ле-і"0'"] е-'™"-1...] еШ|,<'] е- 4 7 '0 '1, ^ ] > 
(3.20) 
This may be expressed in the more condensed form : 
«J; ®»
г
 = Σ <[J«W, ®]>, (3.20a) 
m = 0 
where Jm(z) is defined by 




and [A,B]t stands for еша [Α, Β] &-ίυ°ι while J0(z) is given by 
J0(z) = i \eizt dt{J)t = - — J. (3.22) 
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Notice that the series expansion (3.20) is valid for any arbitrary operator 
instead of J. For instance, 
<\У.Ы*) ,9>*= Σ <[Jm(2),®]>. 
m = 7 i + l 
This equation combined with (3.20) yields: 
« J ; ® »
г
 = Σ <[J
m
(2), Ä]> + « [F , Jn(*)] ; ^ »
г
. (3.23) 
In the case η = 0 expression (3.23) can easily be recognized as the fourier 
transform of the equation of motion. Then 
« J ; 0 »
г




As it stands, (3.24) is not useful, because we are not able to express the 
correlation function ^[3^, J] ; ¿^»z as a known function of <CJ; Si^z- This, 
however, is approximately possible for correlation functions of the type 
^{Ж, °4afe] ; ®>z· For that reason we shall evaluate the series expansion 
(3.20) directly, instead of looking for an integral equation of <^J; ®>z-
As it stands (3.20) is not a convergent series expansion. We will meet 
terms that are of order z"4 and thus highly singular in the limit ζ -*• i0. 
Besides this aspect, the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, V, possesses 
the delta singularity property, introduced by V a n H o v e 1 6 ) . Due to this 
fact only a certain class of contributions are of importance in the limit of an 
infinite volume. In the present situation this means that some terms will 
possess an extra summation over the internal states, which, in the limit of 
an infinite volume, gives an extra factor of order of the volume. Taking these 
features into account we first perform a partial summation in expression 
(3.20) in order to assure a rapid convergence of the series expansion in the 
polaron-phonon interaction. 
We separate from (3.20) the terms 
« J ; ® » f = Σ < [ . / M . ® ] > o (3-25) 
n = 0 
•П^Л*) = *'27e'2'1 diJeiSh dt2[V. [V, J M W M (3.26) 
о о 
The grand canonical ensemble average has to be taken over systems, 
described by the unperturbed Hamiltonian Яо. 
The subscript d means the diagonal part of the corresponding operator 
in the α, β representation. We have to evaluate (3.25) explicitly. One may 
call (3.25) the lowest order contribution to the conductivity, because, for 
small coupling constants a, it is of order a - 1 . 
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For η = 1 J^d reads 
Ό * ) = *ТсЫ1 àhj°eizl1 dt2{V-{VJ0(z) - J0{z) V}ti -
-{v-4*)-M*)-v}b-v}h.d. 
Or 
Kdiï = i*/e0*' d/i7e^d¿2{(F·{7)^(2)}^ + 
о и 
+ {Jo(z)-(V}tt-V)d}tl - » a / e " ' d í i / e * * d/2{(F-{Jo(2) -F},,)*· + 
о 0 
+ ({V-Jo(z)WV)d}ti = AW(z) - ΒΜ(ζ). (3.27) 
Evaluating Λ ^ ( ζ ) explicitly yields: 
KUz) = 
oo oo 
= ¿2 ƒ etó<' díi J e « 1 d/2{(F{F)dJo(z)}í2 + {J0(z) • (V)tt· V)^ = 
o o 
+ ^-e(ft)l2 ß-я ßU-A(Ek - Ek+q - ω; ζ) + 




 - Ek+q l + < f 2 ;
z ) } = 
= \ J Σ «Uu-{Σ W£\k; k+q)+ Σ ^я, (b;k + qi + qz)}. (3.28) 
Z к q дівг 
We introduced the definition: 
1 1 
A(x;z) = 
X — ζ χ -\- ζ 
This expression reduces to 2πίδ(χ) in the limit ζ = + Ю . 
Since we are only interested in the low-temperature and low electron 
density behaviour we neglect contributions of order vq with respect to Vq 
and nk with respect to ч. 
The evaluation of <[Λ^(ζ), ®]>o will give no difficulties at this stage. 
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Keeping the low electron density approximation there is only one possible 
way to decouple the correlation functions : 
<[«t*M,®l>o and <[«UM,®l>o. 
That is replacing these expressions by 
v,<[«íafc,^]>o and (1 +»',)<[«ία*,®]>ο 
respectively. 
Then the operator expressions 
WU(k;k + q) and W^qi(k; k + Чі + q2) 
go over into the transition probabilities 
W<£\k\k + q) and W^k; k + q1 + q2) 
where we have substituted β\β4 by ч and ßqß\ by (1 + ^q), respectively. 
Taking this into account we write <[А^(г), ®]>o as 
< [ Л < » ) 0]>o = - = ^ - Σ fe-W^; k + 9) + 
m i^Z'' feg 
+ Σ И™(*; k + Я + ЯіЖ"І«ш, ®]>о = 
= — ^ - Σ Wq(k; k + q) <[«î«fc, ®]>o (3.29) 
We can use the same argument for the terms accounting for <[B^(z),®]>o. 
The result is 
<ΓΒ<», @]>0 = - = i - Σ ^q(fe + q, k) <[«Ϊ+,«*+,. ®]>o. (3.30) 
m Uz¿ kq 
Since <raìafe, @]>o is given by — ieVknk, the tensor <[^ 2l!d(·2)' ®]>o reads 
finally 
<[J<»ÌH, ®]>o = - т ^ Σ ^{^.-»(fc; fci) FftWft - ^-„.(fci; ft)^fcl»bl} w i¿z¿ *fcl 
(3.31) 
The detailed calculation of ([J^ai2)· ®]>o together with 
<[7о(г), ®]>o = ^ ^ Σ fel7*«,. = —г- *•!• (3-32) 
m Ωζ ft w z 
gives us in fact all the information we need to evaluate the lowest order 
contribution to the conductivity. 
Looking at the equations (3.32) and (3.31) shows that simply replacing 
Vknh in <[Jo(z), S>]>o by 
— Σ {WVft(fe; *i) fV* - ^- f t l ( fc i ; ft) PVftJ, 
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will give us (.[Jf^iz), ®]>o· It suggests that this rule will hold in general. 
To show that this is indeed the case we consider the operator expression 
J(ïï+2,a(z) = i2feizb d<i ƒ e"« аігІ ,[ , J^J^tX.ä (3-26) 
о о 
and remember that Jfn.di*) contains a product of phonon operators of the 
type 
(ßl&Jä (ßqßl,)* ••• (0L-AJ«* 
where all interchanges of the phonon operators between the brackets are 
allowed. Then Jf1l+2,d(z) must contain at least two phonon operators more, 
for instance in the form: 
(/UitflA.)* VMä... {ßL_AJißLJ* (3·33) 
Now in order to calculate ([J^n+z.di2)· ®]>o. we have to contract (3.33) and 
find that the contraction : 
( ! + »g,.«) ¿e,.«, в,»«»« Л , , в, — »«..-ι ' йв,.-і, 92n (3·34) 
yields one summation over the wave vectors q more than all other possible 
contractions. Thus in the limit of an infinite volume, only the contributions 
to <[^2n+2,<i(z)' ®]>o might be considered that contain contractions like 
(3.34). But the contractions of the type of (3.34) can be obtained by con­
tracting the phonon operators b e f o r e commuting . /^¿(z) with the interac-
tion V. Hence, in the recursion formula (3.26), we may replace the operator 
«I«», appearing in J^Jz), by -Ijz ^ .{W*,-»(* ; fei) 4a f e - WVfcl(fei; 
fel) a^aj,} in order to find J^n+2,d{z)· T ^ s ^s Íu s^ ^ e sinopie r u l e given 
above. 
As an illustration we evaluate the contributions of <.[Jfj(z), ®]>o· 
Using (3.26) one finds: 
• П » =
 i2feisli & J*" àh[V, [F, .ƒ<»],,],, (3.35) 
о о 
Or 
• П » = í 2 7e t ó í l d í i 7 e ^ d<2{JW{ζ) · (7 ·} ί 2 ·7), , -
о о 
- (г-да*)·η«.)*- ({г-ад}«.-п*+ (^-{п^здкк 
where 
^iW = ^ ^W - в в д . 
То prevent lengthly formulas we combine a contribution from the first 
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 w ' í3 ta,iq, 
Besides the contraction 
— - ^ Σ fc^.t*; fe + Ci) W,a(Ä; fe + ga) <[αία4> ©]>o 
Z3 W ÍJ kqyq* 
there is the possibility to contract the operator product ß\lßqi-ß\ßqt as 
jSj.fo, jS Î , ^ . . fading to ^ . - ( l + ν,,). 
t t ì t 
In the limit of an infinite volume, the last contribution will be vanishly 
small with respect to the first one because it contains one summation over 
the wave vectors q less. 




Ф]>0 = - — - Σ fe· 
m uz0 Μι/α 
•{Wki-k(k; fei)-(WVfc(lN fe2) Vknk - Wb-k2(k2· k) Vktnkt) -
- WVfcl(fei; fe)-(^*2-fel(fei; *2) ^ . n » , - Wki.ki{k2; Αχ) Ffc2nfc£)}. 
Knowing the effect of the recursion formula (3.26) we can represent the 
different terms in the series expansion (3.25) by diagrams. The contribution 
of (3.32) is represented by fig. 1. 
We read the diagram from the left to the right. The solid lines are polaron 
creation and annihilation lines: 
-*-l t » — i t 
Θ 
® 
»—¿τ ' • li i * — i t 
a b 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2. 
The contribution of <[./ο(0. ^]>ο T l l e contribution of The contribution of 
Wk^k(k; fci) Vknk W»_fcl(fci; ft) Vkínkí 
The contributions of (3.31) is then represented by fig. 2. The dotted line 
represents the connection of the transition probability Wfcl-k(fe; fei) 
We note that connecting the dotted line to different polaron lines gives 
a plus sign, otherwise we have a minus sign. The contributions of 
<[J^(z) , ЩУо consist of all possible combinations of two diagrams of the 
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type of fig. 2a or fig. 2b. The correlation effect contained in fig. 2b will 
bring us into trouble if we want to sum 
« J ; ® » < 0 > = 5 <[J<»,@]>o (3.25) 
n=0 
explicitly. This is just the source of the difficulties one encounters if one 
wants to solve the Boltzmann equation. Happily in the case of polarons 
the temperature must be much smaller than the Debye temperature in 
order to make the polaron concept meaningful. Then only diagrams of the 
type of fig. 2a are of importance, as we shall show. 
Besides the contributions of (3.25) we have to consider the lowest order 
contributions of (3.11). Thus 
«/;; адо) = ~ - Σ «ζ* <«Î W J 7 * - , / ^ - ад) ; ^ ' > ί 0 > · ( 3 · 3 6 ) 
Or 
« J ' ; 0 » f = Σ < ! Ж * ) . ®]>о (3.37) 
where J'^li2) is defined by the recursion relations (3.26) but J Q ^ ) is given 
by 
J'<$\z) = i« ƒ etóí' díi J e ' * àh[V, J ' (J ( i i ( ï = 
о 0 
e í . / F*V-q{k) 
^ —FT Σ 9 1 W+4aft<•« - <*£«*) · Ι "-ς 7 , , — ρ- — — . - — 
WÍÍ2 ι,, [ \ (Ek — ¿.fc+q — ω + 2) 
( 1 + Vq)
 (Ё^- Ε
Μ
 + ω+Ίή) ~ """Λε,,-Ε^-ω + ζ + 
FqV*q{k + q) 41 
^ (£ f c - £ f c + q + ω + ζ) /J ' 
Together with <ζΙ; ^гУІ0) expression (3.37) yields for the electrical conducti­
vity: 
„«»(*, = _ Γ *
 Σ (fe _ Σ g |779 |2 -ι- Σ ró0)(fe; ς ) ) · « 4 « * ; ®»L0 ) (3.39) 
fníJ k q q 
where 
β 9 l \ ¿fe — £fc+q — ω + Ζ 
+ Ek¥q — ω — ζ ) 
_ i W + « )
 + ^ ^ ) ) ) . ( ,40, 




; @>£0) is proportional to wfc = exp.{—ßEk} the main contri-
bution in (3.39) arises from small values of fe, if the temperature is low enough. 
This means that we may linearize (3.40) in fe and interprete Σ« QX^Kk', Я) 
as a contribution to the effective mass of the polaron. Thus in the case of 
low temperatures (3.39) may be approximated by 
ff<W(2) = —e 





(0) _ m 
m* (ζ) n=o Σ <ÍAlÁ*).&]>o (3.41) 
where the effective mass, m*(z) depends on the temperature, the frequency 
of the applied field and the coupling constant. 
The summation of the terms in (3.41) can be done following the procedure 





Sì к—.- - . " > - > к—С 
ι Ь с 
Fig. 3. Representation oí the first three terms in Ομ,^Ιζ). 
The first term (fig. За) then reads : 
m (ζ) Ωζ fe { 
-(00) _ 
σ ( 2 ) — 









ηι*(ζ)Ω Ì z + rk(z) 




Σ ^fe.-feífe; fe!) 
Thus (3.41) goes over into 
m* (ζ) 
I 
-ie* f ι e 
{z Ω * Ι (ζ + rk(z)) dkv 
+ Σ 
+ Σ 
E « + ад 
1 
ww*i;*) ι z + rfcl(z) βΑ1ΐΡ 
1 
«*,+ 
ft.*, 2 + TfeU) ζ + 1
 fcl(z) 
(3.43) 
• ^ , - * . ^ ; * ! ) 
Z + rfte(z) 0*ap 
«fcB+-} = <0)W + < ) H · (3.44) 
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The convergence of the series expansion (3.44) is not a priori obvious. I t 
depends strongly on the specific behaviour of the functions T^fc-fel(fei; k) 
and Г
к
. In the case of polarons, however, a rapid convergence can be 
obtained in the low temperature region. To show this, it is necessary to 
perform the integrations in (3.44) explicitly. 
Because we devote the second part of this investigation to numerical 
results we delay this question to the second part where we shall calculate 
the correction term, σ^ 1 ' ^) , and 
m (ζ) Ω k ζ + /
 k{z) dkv 
explicitly. 
Only under the condition that σ ^ 1 ^ ) may be neglected it is possible to 
calculate the first order contribution to the conductivity, σ^ϋ )(ζ). This first 
order contribution, <r{¿0)(.z), results by considering the terms in the series 
expansion (3.20), that are of order a0 in the weak coupling limit. 
As will be clear from the foregoing, the neglection of σ^ι)(ζ) is identical 
with neglecting contributions of the type of fig. 2b. This kind of contri­
butions complicates the already rather involved expressions for σ^ 0 '^) 
extremely and makes the evaluation of σ^0)(«) rather hopeless. But the 
explicit evaluation of σ^0)(ζ) is necessary in order to conclude if the present 
treatment is really an intermediate coupling theory. As we shall see in the 
second part we solve this problem under the condition that βω ^> 1. 
4. Conclusion. The effects of the electron-phonon interaction on the 
system are twofold. In the first place we have to take into account the cloud 
effects of the interaction. We did this by using a canonical transformation. 
As a result we found that the effective mass of a drifting polaron in general 
depends on the frequency of the applied field, the temperature and the 
coupling constant. Further it turned out that the concept of effective mass 
is only useful in the low temperature region, when βω ;> 1. This is in agree­
ment with the results obtained by L a n g r e t h and K a d a n o f f 1 8 ) . 
In the second place we have to deal with the dissipative effects of the 
interaction. Using K u b o ' s formula we develop a method to calculate the 
lowest order contribution to the conductivity and the several correction 
terms, σ{^)(ζ) and σ^0', directly, passing by the special assumptions needed 
in the Boltzmann equation approach. 
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CHAPTER II 
APPLICATION OF THE KUBO FORMULA TO THE 
MODIFIED L.L.P. POLARON MODEL 
Synopsis 
An intermediate coupling calculation of the drift mobility of polarons has been 
carried out, using Kubo ' s formula for the linear response coefficient, together with 




 W* 2αωΡ(1 + 0 06α) 
where α is the electron-phonon coupling constant and m* the effective mass of the 
polaron, given, by 
(1 + Φ) 
m = m 
(1 + 0 2αΡ) 
A comparison, made with other intermediate coupling theories, shows that the ob­
tained mobility expression agrees closely with Osaka's formula in the coupling range 
a. < 3 The calculated correction term being 
0 06 a 
11
 (1 + 0 06 a)"' 
ustifies the validity of th e obtained results m the intermediate coupling range 
1. Introduction. In a previous paper, hereafter to be referred to as I, 
we developed a method to evaluate the drift mobility of polarons avoiding 
the special assumptions needed in a Boltzmann equation approach. Starting 
from K u b o ' s formula for the frequency dependent electrical conductivity 
and using the Fröhlich Hamiltonian to describe the electron-phonon 
system, we showed that the low-temperature electrical conductivity could 
be written as a power series expansion in the polaron-phonon coupling. 
The essential assumption, entering in the treatment, was the requirement of 
convergence of the perturbation series in the intermediate coupling region. 
It is the aim of this paper to calculate explicitly the first two terms of the 
series expansion in order to show that this assumption is reasonable. 
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The properties of polarons are taken into account by describing the polaron-
phonon system with the Hamiltonian. 
Ж = Я о + 7 , V= F i + F 2 , (1.1) 
where 
Αο = Σ ^ Κ + Σω/9ί^ (1-2) 
Vi = Е«І«»-ы{ГІ,(*)/и + Vq{k + ς) β\\ (1.3) 
fcq 
^2 = Σ ^ « f c + ^ + ç . - ^ - ^ l , ^ - « , ^ - , ^ - ^ + C.C.} -
- Σ « К + Ч 1 + , г - ^ - 2 ^ * _ 9 г / 5 М - , г (1-4) 
fcgi«
a
 2 Ш 
β ι ^ - β ί 
and 
Ek = ^(k-zq \Fq\2) + Σ (ял + A;F*) + Σ ІЗД (">+-¿-) (i-S) 
9 2 
ω, = ω + —|F,|8-JV. (1.6) 
иг 
Fl,(fe) =λ9- F*_q(Ek - Ek+q -ω) (1.7) 
V4{k + q)=% + F4{Et-Ek+4 + a>) (1.8) 
—¿ω / 1 V / 4πα V , , 
^—ГУШ/К-о-)- (1'9) 
The Hamiltonian (1.1) is generated by applying a unitary transformation 
to the Fröhlich Hamiltonian and neglecting terms of second and higher order 
in the polaron density. The meaning of the symbols is the same as used in I. 
The transformed current operator has been given as 
У = J + J', 
where 





Using the Kubo formula, the electrical conductivity could be written as 
°>(2)= Σ <[·/#., fi(*),#J> (1-12) 
7 Í - 0 
with 
J





 0(г) = i J еш dt еш°1 J е-ши. (1.14) 
о 
The lowest order contribution to the conductivity is defined by 
<>(*) = -¿J- Σ {К - Σ ?дІ^І2 - Σ tó0)(*; q)K*t«u; ^>ì0) (Lis) 
where Σ« 9zi0>(^; 9) is given by 
Σ ró0)(fe; я) = Σ «{(i + ν-,) ( - — ^ - ^ + 
,
 q [ \ к — Ьь+<, — (ùq + ζ 
+ F-,7lg(fc) \ _ / F,7;(fc + g) | 
¿ Ί , — Ek+q — OJq — Ζ } q \ E h — Ek+4 + (ûq + л 
+ * M + J ! _ ) 1 „.,6, 
^ * - -Ein-« + ω
ς
 - ζ /\ 
The terms between brackets in (1.15) constitute in fact the effective mass 
of the polaron, being frequency and temperature dependent. 
The function Fq, defining the average number of phonons in the polaron 
cloud, was obtained by minimizing Ek with respect to Fq. 
Hence 
Fl = s = ^ . (1.17) 
ω + ^ - - — ( f e - Σ qi\Fqiñ 2m m 
This choice of Fq leads immediately to the polaron results of Lee, Low and 
Pines2). They showed that it is convenient to put Σ« Я l-F«I2 equal to íyfcfe. 
Then in the limit k ->• 0 we may write 
a/6 
1 + */6 
2. The effective mass of the polaron. In order to evaluate, in a lowest 
order approximation, the effective mass of a drifting polaron we return to 
expression (1.15) 
a(0)W = ^ _
 Σ {k - Σ q |F,|» - Σ ЯхТ^) <Z)}«>K; ®>ì0) (1-15) 
» Ь и fe , q 
and introduce 
F




into the term between brackets. 
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The result is 







 '?«-¿r/—ir-",, y x 
( ω + - (1 - ij») 1 
\ 2ш w / 
/ 1 1 
Χ / s ; + 4




_ ^ _ _ - ϊ - - ( ΐ - , * ) - * 
\ 2m w 2w m 
•(4xh;£>yv (2.1) 
We note that this expression is only useful, if the denominator : 
2m m 
cannot vanish. This means that k < y/lmw (1 -|- a/6), a condition which 
restricts us to low temperatures. This restriction is inherent to the L.L.P. 
polaron model and can only be avoided with another choice of Fq. The 
a priori choice of Р
ч
 as in (1.17) is in fact the reason that we restrict the 
theory from the beginning to low temperatures, which simplifies the calcu­
lations considerably. For example it enables one to expand the terms 
between brackets in (2.1) in a power series in k. Then the first contribution 
comes from terms linear in k. These terms will give us the effective mass of 
the polaron. The contribution of the next term is of order Р(Г/ ) provided 
we take a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the polaron equilibrium 
density nk. When Τ <^ 0, we may neglect this kind of contributions. Hence, 
changing the summation into an integration and performing the integrals, 
we arrive, in the limit ζ = iO at 
σ
(θ)(ο) = _ Z ' Σ {k(\ - ηο) + 0,2ai*(l - Vo)K*t*k·. ®>№ = 
mU ь 




where the effective mass mj in a lowest order approximation, reads 
(1 + «/6) (2.3) 
(1 + 0.2ai>) 
In terms of the infinite series (see I equation (3.41) we find 






m llz ι, 
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The expression for the effective mass, (2.3), agrees fairly well with the results 
obtained by Y ok о t a 4 ) 
m*
v
 = m\ì + - i . (2.6) 
r
 l ^ ( 2 P + 1)11 K ' 
But the temperature dependence of (2.3) and (2.6) is in contradiction with 
F u l t o n ' s expression for the effective mass3) 
m*F = m{l + (1 + ν) a/6}. (2.7) 
In fig. 4, we compare our results with those of Y o k o t a , F u l t o n and 





Fig. 4. Low-temperature effective mass for a. = 3. 
We note that the temperature dependence of O s a k a ' s effective mass 
expression agrees qualitatively with ours. The constant difference of about 
0.4 is due to the use of different polaron models. O s a k a ' s calculation is 
based on the Feynman polaron theory while F u l t o n and Y o k o t a uses the 
L.L.P. polaron model. As we have seen the temperature dependent effective 
mass, т*0, follows straightforward from K u b o ' s formula in the intermediate 
coupling region. This in contrast with the method followed by the other 
authors. Y o k o t a calculated the free energy of the polaron state using the 
Hartree approximation. Variational parameters, appearing in his treatment, 
were determined in such a way that the free energy is minimum. O s a k a 
followed in fact the same way, but he made use of Feynman's variational 
principle to calculate the free energy. We remember that an extension of 
the theory to the intermediate temperature region (T comparable with 0) 
is, from a practical point of view, a rather difficult problem. For that 
reason one often uses the low-temperature mobility results in a temperature 
region, where it is, strictly speaking, not allowed. For instance, V a n Hey-
n i n g e n 1 0 ) obtained experimentally the drift mobility of polarons between 
70oK and 350oK in AgCl ( = 280oK). Following B r o w n 5 ) a considerable 
improvement of the fit between these experimental data and the calculated 
values is obtained, provided that one introduces a temperature dependent 
effective mass in the low-temperature mobility expression. 
3. The drift mobility at low temperatures. As we have shown in I, the lowest 
order contribution to the conductivity follows from a partial summation 
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of the infinite series expansion (see I eq. (3.41). Introducing the expression 
for the effective mass, the result has been given by equation I (3.44) 
mJ,J k I ζ + 1
 k{z) dkr 
*i Z + J ft(2) 2 + rkl{z) Bklw 
*!,*. 2 + rk(z) ζ + rkl{z) 
•Wkl.kt(k2; Αχ) - — І - — - | - »fci + ... (3.1) 
where the reciprocal relaxation time rk(z) is defined by 
r
*(z) = -^- = ZWkl-k(k;k1) (3.2) 
and 
Wq(k; k + q) = |F-g(fc)|2(l + p) A(Ek - £ f c + e - ω; ζ) + 
+ \
 ч
{к + q)\2-i>-A(Ek - Ek+q + ω; ζ) + 
+ Σ - ^ {l^-9ll2 Ι^-,Ι 2 (1 + 2Ρ) Zl(£fc - Eh+qi+q - 2ω; ζ) + 
+ Ρ Σ (Ι^-,Ι 2 l-Fqil2 + Ι-Ρ-ς.Ι2 |f,|2) ^(£ f c - £ f c + 4 l + ( 1 ; ζ) (3.3) 
4ι 
with the definitions 
1 
χ — ζ χ + ζ ' (e"1"— 1) Λ{χ;ζ) = -—7-^гтт- a n d ν= ,лш η · ( 3 · 4) 
Note that Α (χ; ζ) reduces to 2πιδ(χ) in the limit ζ = iO. 
Let us further put 











1)(ζ) stands for the second and following terms in the series expansion 
(3.1). We want to show that σ^0)(ζ) will give us the low-temperature contri­
bution to the mobility, while ^ " ( z ) is at least of order (Γ/Θ)(θ = ω/Α) and 
hence may be neglected. 
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Introducing (3.3) into (3.2) we find in the limit ζ = г'О 




 - Ek+q + ω)} + Σ ^f lF-*J2 lF-«г 12. 
• {( 1 + 2v) ô(Eh - Е
к+Чі+Чг - 2ω) + ν ò(Ek - Ek+qi+q!)}. (3.6) 
Then, using (1.17), changing the summation into an integration and per-
forming the integrals we arrive, in the limit k -> 0, at 
A = ΐ2<χων(\ + 0.06α). (3.7) 
Hence σ^0)(0) becomes 
σίΓ(Ο) = — <V (3.8) 
" '
 v ;
 m*2*a>v(\ + 0.06«) μ K ' 
To estimate the order of magnitude of σ^'^ζ), it is convenient to introduce 
some simplifying assumptions, which avoid unnecessary involved integral 
expressions. Because our system is isotropic a^Jfe) reduces to a scalar 
(μ = ν) and we may replace k'ft by ¿£2. Further we put ζ = iO and βω ^> 1, 
or Ρ <^ 1. For the polaron distribution, nkl we take the Maxwcll-Boltzmann 
distribution. Furthermore we restrict ourselves to small coupling constants 
α only assuming that the result is valid in the intermediate coupling region 
if we replace the band mass of the electron, m, by the effective mass of the 
polaron m*. Because we are mainly interested in the temperature dependence 
of σ®1^) these assumptions are reasonable. 
Using these simplifications, and expressing / # in terms of dimensionless 
variables, we obtain 
A = 2ΐ'αω — {(1 + V) cosh^k + ν зіпЬ-Ш + 0(α2) (3.10) 
k 
while the transition probability is 
wvfcl(*i; *) = - ^ -μ^τ^-,Γ«1 +v) à{k\-k*-\)+vd(k\ - w + i)} 
(3.11) 
Note that the function cosh - 1 k = s inh - 1 V£ 2 — 1 is only defined f or k ^ 1 
because of the delta function entering in (3.11 ). 
Then introducing the normalized Maxwell distribution 
-*(£)· nk = І І — le-*""* 2 (3.12) 
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into (3.1) and changing the summation into an integration we arrive at 
+ /Я^^^^^М, + . . .}<з,, 
fci fea fea 
From (3.13) it is clear that wc have to estimate the order of magnitude of 
WV fc2(*2;fci) A{k1;ki) = 
Written out explicitly it is 
A, 
(3.14) 
Aikukt) = — 1 (1 +v)ôfâ-kl- l)+vô(kl-kl+ 1) 
2π | f c i -Ä2l 2 ((1 +v) co sh -^ i +i 'sinh-1Ä1) 
(3.15) 
We shall investigate in detail the behaviour of A (fei ; kz) for different values 
of ki and kz-
If kz < 1, the first term in (3.15) is zero because of the delta function. 
Then A (fei ; kz) can be approximated as 
*i Vô(kl — kl+ 1) 
^(fei;fe2) 
1 
, 1 < А і < 2 (3.16) 
2π \ki — A2I2 cosh _ 1 ^i 
which is of order V. In general A (fei; fea) 's equal to (3.16) if 
m — 1 < kz < m and m < ki < m + 1 
where w is a positive integer. 











As abscissa we choose the number of variables in a certain term in (3.13). 
As ordinate we take the possible values of k'f. Then (3.16) is represented by 
the arrow AB, the order of magnitude is P. The integration variable k\ 
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moves between the values 1 and 2 if the integration variable Äij moves 
between the values 0 and 1. 
It is then immediately clear that all arrows pointing downwards are of 
order v. But if we assume that kl < 1 and 1 < Ад < 2 the order of magnitude 
of A(k4; fes) is 
1 h ô{kl - kl - 1) 
2π А(к^ка) 1*4 - fesi2 и sinh-1Ä4 (3.17) 
which is of order P - 1 . 
We represent this by the arrow CD. All arrows pointing upwards, crossing 
the horizontal line k2 = 1, are of order V~l. This is not the case for instance 
with the arrow EF. Because 1 < kl < 2 and 2 ;ζ k'l < 3, the order of 
magnitude of А(кз; кц) is 
A (fea ; ki) s» — «з 1) (3.18) 
which is of order v0. 
This means that all arrows pointing upwards above the line k2 = 1 are of 
order v0. With these illustrations it is not difficult to estimate the order of 
magnitude of the nth term in the expansion (3.13). But let us first discuss 
the first term. Here we have only two integration variables fei and k^. 
Because of the exponential dependence on kz in e Ршк'*1 small values of £2 
contribute most to the integral, leading to a Гіс
г
 of order v. Hence A (ki ; 
kz) may be represented by the arrow AB in fig. 5, which is of order v. As 
a result the first term in the expansion (3.13) is of order P0 and may be 
neglected. 
The second term contains three integration variables, fei, kz and fea. 
The possible contributions are represented in fig. 6 by the possible paths 




The paths AEC and AEB are of order v1 and v0, respectively. Multiplying 
both contributions by the factor e-^*3'//1*;, yields for the order of magnitude 
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of the contribution ЛЕС »>0, while for the contribution along AEB we get 
P _ 1 . Hence the contribution along the path AEB reads explicitly 
ÜÜ^Vfff-L — 
m \ π J r J J J 2π |fti 
1 ki 
kzl2 v s i n h - ^ i 0(Щ - k i - Ι) χ 
foi ki кз 
χ 
1 1 
2π \k2 - * з | 2 cosh-iÂ2 
which is equal to 
*' vô(kl-ki+i) k3 
2iaœV зтЪ-Чз ^ 3" 
(3.19) 
Ρ \ π / Ρ 3 J 1 [ 2 sinh-i ki m2ix(o 
+ 1 
ƒ χ dx {2k\ + 1 - 2klxVk J-j- 1) J sinh-i ki m 2οίων·βω (3.20) 
It is now straightforward to make an estimation of the general term in 
(3.13). The ntb term reads 
^(^)WÍJ^'~r f e 2 : f e l ) ·· 
Λΐ ftn+1 
-ßwk*„+l 
•fcife re+l- (3.21) 
tCn kn+i 
There are 2n possible contributions that may be represented by 2n possible 
paths in a graph. Drawing these it is clear that only the broken line of fig. 7 
gives a contribution of order v - 1 . 
- —— — — « s - ' —' --» 
У \ 
/ν» ν\ 
ι г 3 i s e 7 
Fig. 7 
We can see this by noting that only below the line k2 = 1 arrows, pointing 
upwards, will be of order P - 1 , while as soon as we are beyond the line k2 = 2 
a factor P _ 1 is lost. (See for instance the dotted line in fig. 7). 
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if и is even, thus an even number of factors A(ki\ fej+i). 
If и is odd, or if we have an odd number of A (fef ; fej+i), the contribution 
is always of ordere 0 , as in the first term of (3.13). 
The expression (3.22) can be written as 
e4 /βω\* 4π Γ . (^2βω -\k\dhx 





 . k\ + 1 Г жал; 1» ki . ., 
0
 --h-iAi J (2k'{ + 1 - 2k,xVk'ì + I) J sinh-iAi 
J 1 kiVkl   cl*
1 2 sinh-i^i  A.2 _|_ j _ 2 1xVklT~l  
which is at least of order (βω)~η!2 in the case that η is even. 
Hence the low-temperature mobility is given by the first term in the 
scries expansion (3.1) and turned out to be 
„(00)
 =
 f . (3.24) 
^ m;2<x<ov(\ + 0.06«) v ' 
At this stage, it is instructive to compare the result (3.24) with other 
mobility theories. H o w a r t h and S o n d h e i m e r 6 ) investigated the mobility 
problem with the aid of the Boltzmann equation approach neglecting the 
polaron properties of the electrons. Their result is exact in the limit α -> 0 




 _, « < 1, βω > 1. (3.25) 
Low and P i n e s 7 ) used Low's scattering formula together with the L.L.P. 
wave functions for the polaron low energy states. Their basic approxi­
mation is a one phonon cut-off procedure. 
The result is 
( m \3 — r ) /(a) where m' = m{l + a/6), βω > 1. (3.26) 
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The function /(α) is a slowly varying quantity of order 5/4 for 3 < α < 6. 
Using the optical theorem, L a n g r c t h 1 3 ) modified the L.P. mobility result 
by 
m 
/<L = μο —- /(«) (З·2?) 
m 
Perhaps the best results in the intermediate coupling region are found by 
O s a k a 8 ) . He evaluated a mobility expression, using the Feynman pelaron 
model and Feynman's path integral method. We represent his results in 
fig. 8, where the mobility as a function of the coupling constant has been 
plotted. For small coupling constants one finds 
μο* = μο{\ - 0 , 1 7 3 α + ...) α < 1 , / 9 ω > 1 (3.28) 
Besides these formulas the Feynman model calculations of S c h u l t z and 
M о г i t a 1 4 ) are plotted in fig. 8 in order to show that widely different values of 









 α — • 
Fig. 8. Comparison of various mobility theories 
Therefore, it is remarkable that the present results (3.24), arc in complete 
accordance with Osaka ' s results up till α about 3, though the methods used 
in both cases are completely different. Beyond α about 3 the difference 
between O s a k a ' s results and ours increases but for α > 7 the O s a k a 
mobility rises steeply. This increase of the mobility at large coupling 
constant cannot be expected in the present treatment. 
The close correspondence between O s a k a mobility and (3.24) suggests 
that in the intermediate coupling region the O s a k a formula or (3.24) should 



















mobility expression seems to be reasonably insensitive to a special polaron 
model in the intermediate coupling region. Besides the argument just 
mentioned, we can justify this by calculating the first order correction term 
to the mobility. It will be done in the next paragraph. A next argument has 
been given by L a n g r e t h and Kadanof f . 
In their paper 9) these authors stated that a possible criterion for reliability 
of a weak and intermediate coupling theory is, that its expansion in powers 
of α corresponds quite closely with the exact power series expansion. They 
calculated the first two terms of the exact scries expansion and found 
μ = μο(\ -«¡6+ ...) (3.29) 
Now the first nontrivial term in Osaka ' s expansion is — 0.173μοα· It is 
easy to see that such a lowest term in our mobility expression (3.24) 
gives —0.227μοαι, which is too small. But we shall show in § 4 that there 
are more contributions to the mobility of order μο« by inspecting the higher 
order correction terms. It will been shown that the first order correction 
will exhaust together with (3.24), all possible contributions to the mobility 
of order μο and μο«. These contributions will rectify the value —0.227 μο<χ. 
§ 4. The correction terms. Besides the correction σ^01', which is at least 
of order {Τ/θ) we have to evaluate the correction term σ^,10', which docs not 
vanish in the limit (TjO) -> 0. In the weak coupling limit its contributions 
are of order a0. The power series expansion of the conductivity then becomes 
σ0 =— ~ (\ + dec + c^ + ...) (4.1) 
m2ocœv 
ci, C2 etc. are numerical constants, independent of α and Τ/θ. 
The explicit value of ci, as calculated by L a n g r e t h and K a d a n o f f , 
turned out to be —1/6, indicating that the series expansion (4.1) converges 
rather badly in the intermediate coupling region. 
In our treatment we obtain a series expansion analogous to (4.1 ). The first 





 /4 2) 
0
 m{\ + α/6) 2αωΓ(1 + 0.06a) V ' ' 
The next term, σ^10', may be calculated by considering the first order con­
tributions to 
ffi»(2) = Σ <[Λη(«), ЗД. (1.12) 
я - 0 
Three classes of first order contributions must be distinguished. The first 
one, H(^(z), consists of correction terms of pure statistical nature. The 
second class, Н^(г), contains statistical as well as dynamical effects, while 
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the last one, Я ^ г ) , is a pure dynamical correction. Hll},\z) is obtained by 
considering again the contribution 
Σ **<[«*«*. ^ ] > . (4.3) 
т*ЙГо t 
The lowest order contribution was obtained by replacing in (4.3) the full 
statistical operator by the unperturbed one. 
Hence a correction term of statistical character is obtained by expanding 
the statistical operator as 
e
- « H ' . + F>
 = c
-№'|j _ / d ^ e"1*·' V e-ßiH°' + 
о 
+ ƒ dßz/dß! eß'"°' V e-ß'"°' eßlII°' V e-ßlII°' + ...} (4.4) 
о о 
We define H'0 as Но — μΝ. Taking into account the third term in (4.4) 
together with (4.3) we have to evaluate 
ВДО) = 
ß ßi 
= * Σ Α*, ί d/Sa ί d/?i<e№ ' V &-ß'm' e № ' V e'"^' [«î«fcI ^]>o = 
m ΩΓο





^ ж М ^ ' 
•(|K-,(fc)|2(l + Ρ) ехрІ/Зг^ - £fcH<í - ω) + № * + , - ^ * + ω)} + 
+ \
 ч
(к + q)\*v exp {^2(£fc - Ek^ + ω) + /9i(£fc+g - Ek - ω)})<4«*>0 + 
+ terms of order α2 к (4.5) 
which in the low-temperature limit may be written as 
ic α ι ι 
Н(хщ=-— — «*фа)м--. (4.6) 
m i o -«о 
Note that ф Ц ) is proportional to ίων, and independent of a. The class of 
contributions of the mixed type, H^,)(z), arises by considering. 
/ C ( * ) = Σ < [ / Í : L + 1 , ^ ) . ^ ] > (4.7) 
Here we define 









*№) = —ίττ Σ fe«Ï«fc· (2-5) 
m Ωζ * 
Written out explicitly wc arrive at 
OO 
0 
= — ^ Ι γ - Γ
г
' Ícizt dt<[ÍV' ¡ΜΙ*· ^3> (4·9) 
Or 
(ζ + Щг)) m4ï Ι ^  t4 7 V £ f e - £*+* - ω + ζ 
^(fe + g) ϊ\ 
{Έ-k - -Efe 1 ч + ω + ζ) 
+
 / т г
 F
^
f e + g )
^ — - \ ^ Л ) + terms of order «2[. (4.10) 
Because 
<[aiíafctqjo_,, ^,]> is equal to — ie—— <4aft+q/?_q> 
and 
<[αΪ«»+,]8Ϊ, ^ ] > = - « - ^ - <aî«lH.,/îî> 
we find 
Ό ) = «0, , Γ Μ > Σ ?« ρ F ~ g W — ^ г <«+K+9/5-«l> + 
Ж Í3(Z ^- А(2)) feq l£ f c — £ fc+q — ω + Л З ^ 
| ^ ( f e + g) ^ 
iífe — .Efe+ч + ω -h 2 3Α; 
« К + Ч ^ > } . (4.11) 
Correlating this expression with the second term of (4.4) the second class 
of contributions is 
HÏÏW = *n, ü ' r / n f ^ 1 Σ ^ X m Ω (ζ + Щг)) J fe, 
о 
Χ
 \-v r~q{k) . 4 - <е/''Я0' F e""/îl7/0' « Í - ^ ^ > o + 
[ Е
к
 — Ek+q — ω + ζ dky 
+ Υ — І ч { к 1 9 ) л . -ir <eß'm'v e~ßin°' - î - ^ î 4 (4·12) 
£fe — -Efe+g + ω + ζ dky J 
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Taking the low-temperature limit and putting ζ equal to +¿0, the result may 
be expressed by 
to τι 1 1 
Я(2)(0) = - -.- — - «ty<2)(p) (4.13) 
m í o Jo 
Note that ф&Ц ) is proportional to ίων and independent of a. 
The last class of contributions is purely dynamical in character and may be 
written as (4.6) or (4.13) by summing all possible diagrams of the type of fig. 9. 
Fig. 9. Contribution to Hp
r
W(z) 
The cross-hatched circle represents a contribution of order a2. We indicate 
it by α2ι/ι£3)(Ρ), where the function φ^\ν) is independent of a. 
The simplest example of this kind of contributions arises from the contri­
butions of 
¿ з / > i l d*i ƒ e** ahfe** d¿3<[{[F2,[Fi, [7i, Jo(*)] J i a Jiue + 
0 0 0 
+ ÍVi.^.íVi.JomXJh.,, + [Fi,[Fb[F2, Mz)]t\nJtlJ, 
+ И/сШ1 ahfé"1' dhfé"1' dtafe^ dh-
0 0 0 0 
•<[[Fb [Fi, [Fb [Vu ЬШь. J J i , . . . ® ] ^ (4-14) 
where [А, В](г na means the non-diagonal part of the operator [A, B] at 
time ¿2· 
(4.14) is of order a2. Again, in the low-temperature limit we may replace 
(4.14) by 
o?№{v)<iJ$Xz),®U (4.15) 
which defines the function ψ^φ). 
Summing all possible contributions of this type (see fig. 9), we finally 
obtain in the limit ζ = ¿0 
te fi 1 1 
Я(3)(0) = — - - α ψ 3 ) ( Ρ ) — . (4.16) 
m 1 о lo 
Putting: 
φ(ν) = 0(ΐ) (μ) + Φ(2){ν) + 0(8) (Ρ) (4.17) 
the first order contribution to the conductivity turned out to be of the form 
» r = - .*-4-«voo 4- (4·,8) 








яЩ ) — . - - - (4.19) 
т(\ + α/6) 2αωΡ(1 + 0,06α) 2ΐαωΡ(1 + 0.06. 
which is of order α 0 in the weak coupling limit. It is clear that in order to 
find the correct result, ψ(ν) must be proportional to ίων. 
Taking this into account the first correction term to the mobility may 
be written as 
,.,^ С COL 
ы )




 2w*aa)i>(l + 0.06a) 2(1 + 0.06a) V ' 
The evaluation of the numerical constant с might be done directly, using 
the formula (4.5), (4.12) and (4.14). 
On the other hand it is easier to obtain the explicit value of с by using the 
fact that the mobility does not depend on the special form of the function 
Fq. Hence, using different functions Fq, two different power series ex­
pansions of the mobility in a coupling parameter are obtained, leading to 
exactly the same power series expansion, provided that one expands both 





«то = ( l + - -— h.--] (4.21) 
0.06a) \ 2(1 + 0.06a) / V ' 2m(l + a/6) α.ων{\ + 0.06a) \ 2(1 + 0.06a 
with the scries expansion obtained by taking F q — 0. It will be clear that 
the last one is much easier to evaluate. 
Using to above developed method we arrive, in the case Fq = 0, at 
σο = - ^ ( 1 - α/6...). (4.22) 
Ъпаха 
which is just the result of Langreth and Kadanoff. 
Hence expanding (4.21) up till terms of order a 0 and comparing the 
coefficients with (4.22) we obtain с = 0.12. 





0 6 a _ 
^
0 Л 0
 (1 + 0.06a) V , 
This correction term changes the mobility /¿o00) by some 15% when α is 3 
and by 26% when α is 6. This is in accordance with our assertion that the 
present treatment leads to a satisfactory convergence of (4.21) in the 
intermediate coupling region. 
5. Concluding Remarks. As we have shown the introduction of a unitary 
transformation into the К u b o formalism acts to increase the convergence 
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of the power series expansion in the coupling constant of the low-temperature 
mobility of polarons. 
The first term in this series expansion is sufficient if we choose for the 
unitary transformation the L.L.P. transformation and if we restrict ourselves 
to the intermediate coupling region. The close correspondence with the 
mobility expression of Osaka shows in addition, that the obtained results 
are reasonably insensitive to the properties of the used polaron model. 
The L.L.P. polaron model as well as the Feynman description will lead 
to essentially the same mobility behaviour in the experimentally interesting 
range of coupling constants. 
Nevertheless, the fit of the theoretical formula with the experimental 
results, though slightly improved, remains rather unsatisfactory. The 
reason for this is not obvious. Of course other than polaron-phonon scattering 
processes might be important. But besides these questions it is worth-while 
to note that most experiments are performed in a temperature region where 
the requirement Τ <^ 0 is not very well satisfied. As a consequence the 
correction term /40 1 > ' starting with a contribution of order TjB μ{°0\ may 
not be neglected any longer. 
At the other hand higher temperatures reduce the effective mass of the 
polaron, tending to increase the fit between theory and experiment. In 
principle, the analysis given here can be extended to the case of inter­
mediate temperatures. Calculations of the drift mobility at intermeditate 
temperatures are in progress. 
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MOTIVERING EN SAMENVATTING 
Het polaronprobleem, waarin de eigenschappen van elektronen in de 
geleidingsband van polaire kristallen onderzocht worden, is sinds de jaren 
30 om verschillende redenen actueel gebleven. 
In de eerste plaats wegens de toepassingsmogelijkheden in de halfgeleider-
fysica. Een tweede belangrijke reden is de fundamentele rol die het probleem 
in de ontwikkeling van de vaste stof fysica heeft gespeeld. Het heeft deze 
rol te danken aan het feit dat het polaron in principe een eenvoudig model 
voorstelt van een deeltje in wisselwerking mei een gekwantiseerd veld, 
echter zonder dat hierbij de divergenties optreden die b.v. in de kwantum 
elektrodynamica zo'n belangrijke rol spelen. 
Dit leidde ertoe dat het polaronprobleem als testobject werd gebruikt om 
nieuwe methoden en concepties te toetsen. Al in 1933 voerde L a n d a u , in 
een poging de eigenschappen van F-centra te verklaren, het polaron in als 
quasi-deeltje. Een elektron, aangebracht in de geleidingsband van een 
ionenkristal, produceert, door zijn Coulomb-interactie met de ionen, een 
roosterdeformatie en bijgevolg een polarisatieveld. L a n d a u vermoedde 
dat verschillende eigenschappen van ionenkristallcn verklaard konden 
worden door het elektron plus de roosterdeformatie als eenheid op te vatten 
en zijn beweging door het kristal te bestuderen. 
Naast het werk van L a n d a u gaf F r ö h l i c h in 1937 een kwantitatieve 
behandeling van elektronenverstrooiing in ionenkristallen. Door de 
wisselwerking van de elektronen met de roostertrillingen in de behandeling 
te betrekken, voerde hij voor het eerst het veld van de roostertrillingen in 
als nieuw begrip. 11 Jaar later paste F r ö h l i c h de kwantum veldentheorie 
op het probleem toe, in, zoals hij zelf zegt: "A preliminary investigation to 
approach the problem of superconductivity". 
Het belang dat L a n d a u en F r ö h l i c h , op grond van het polaron probleem, 
aan de elektron-phonon wisselwerking toekende, is de basis geweest van de 
snelle ontwikkeling in de vaste stof fysica in de jaren 50. Reeds in 1950 kon 
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F r ö h l i c h de elektron-phonon wisselwerking aanwijzen als oorzaak van het 
bestaan van supergeleiding en in 1953 konden B ö h m en P i n e s het collectief 
gedrag van elektronen in metalen (plasmonen) als fysische oorzaak noemen 
van de divergenties die bij de mathematische problemen optraden. B ö h m 
en P i n e s konden dit uitvoeren dank zij een unitaire transformatie techniek 
die P i n e s , in samenwerking met Lee en Low, juist te voren met zoveel 
succes op het polaron probleem had toegepast. 
Hiermee is aan enkele voorbeelden geïllustreerd hoe het polaron probleem 
als testobject voor verschillende technieken en concepties heeft gediend. 
Dit alles leidde echter tot de ontwikkeling van vele polaronmodellen, die 
allen verschillende resultaten opleverden, zowel wat betreft de zelfenergie 
en effective massa als wat betreft de mobiliteit (Zie fig. 8, hoofdstuk II). 
Uit de verschillende resultaten een juiste keuze te doen scheen een probleem. 
Een oplossing leverde het К u b o formalisme, dat K a d a n o f f e n L a n g r e t h 
in 1964 de mogelijkheid gaf het mobiliteitsprobleem op exacte wijze te 
formuleren. D.w.z. zij gaven een formele reeks ontwikkeling aan van de 
mobiliteit in machten van de elektron-phonon koppelingsconstante en 
berekenden de eerste twee termen expliciet. 
ledere mobiliteitstheorie moet nu tot deze reeksontwikkeling herleidbaar 
zijn, onafhankelijk van het toegepaste polaron model. Aangezien deze reeks 
ontwikkeling slechts voor kleine waarden van de koppelingsconstante 
voldoende snel convergeert, kan deze theorie alleen een criterium vastleggen 
waaraan andere theorieën moeten voldoen zonder zelf een uitspraak te 
kunnen geven omtrent de waarde van de mobiliteit in het intermediaire 
koppelingsgebied. 
Daar echter de koppelingsconstante van de meeste polaire kristallen 
in het intermediaire gebied liggen, is dit een belangrijke tekortkoming van 
deze theorie. 
In dit proefschrift wordt een exacte reeksontwikkeling van de mobiliteit 
in machten van de polaron-phonon wisselwerking voorgesteld, die voldoende 
snel convergeert in het intermediaire gebied om met de eerste term van de 
reeks genoegen te kunnen nemen. 
In het eerste hoofdstuk worden de zelfenergie en effectieve massa be-
studeerd van een polaronmodel dat als een vereenvoudiging van het L.L.P. 
model opgevat kan worden. Er wordt aangetoond dat de eigenschappen van 
dit model, voor intermediaire koppelingssterkten, dezelfde zijn als die van 
het L.L.P. model. Verder wordt met behulp van de K u b o formule het 
elektrisch geleidingsvermogen en dus de driftmobiliteit uitgedrukt in de 
eigenschappen van het vereenvoudigd L.L.P. model. Deze methode levert 
behalve een uitdrukking voor de mobiliteit tevens een uitdrukking op voor 
de effectieve massa, die nu, in het algemeen, afhangt van de temperatuur, 
de frequentie van het aangelegde veld en de koppelingsconstante. 
In het tweede hoofdstuk worden de effectieve massa en de mobiliteit, in 
40 
een lage temperatuur benadering, expliciet berekend. Twee typen correctie 
termen worden bestudeerd. De eerste is een temperatuurcorrectie terwijl 
de tweede bepaald wordt door de waarde van de koppelingsparameter. 
De temperatuurcorrectie blijkt, in eerste instantie, van de orde Τ/θ te zijn, 
waarbij Τ de absolute temperatuur en θ de Debye-temperatuur van de 
optische phononen voorstelt. De tweede correctie wordt pas van belang 
wanneer de koppelingsconstante groter is dan 3. De exacte formulering 
van het probleem heeft nu de eigenschap dat, in de lage temperatuur limiet 
en in het intermediaire koppelingsgebied, de resultaten voor de mobiliteit 
onafhankelijk moeten zijn van het toegepaste polaronmodel. Een vergelijking 
van de in hoofdstuk II verkregen resultaten met die van andere mobiliteits­
theorieën leert dan dat er in het intermediaire koppelingsgebied een nauw-
keurige overeenstemming bestaat met de resultaten van O s a k a . Opgemerkt 
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